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First of all I would like to bhank all those people who submitted
stories, poems,and other materials. It's good to see that the population

is getting more involved with the newspaper. Just remember it's your
newspaper guy's so whatever you have send it in to the PETWUWM your if

there is something special you would like put in to the paper do not
hesitate to submit i t .

I would like to wilcome Hark Cawley to the pendulum I look forward

to working with him,and I hope together we can keep on putting out a
paper that you guys want to read.

I would also like to thank the street subscribers for their donations

we are getting more and more subscribers everyday. It's something we at
the PENDULUM appreciate and need to keep going to keep the presses roll
ing.

THANK YOU

EDITOR.
G.

SAIKALEY

ASSISTING EDITOR
MARK CAWLEY

ZJDUC^IW THMIJIHG FRO?! TUE POPULATION

1. Common Respect.

2. Never walk into someone's cell without being invited.
3. No tlhistling.
1. 1 ~n't borrow.

5. Dcn't do deals on the "if

come.

r>. Din't he playing the warrior, thtough guy, the joint id full of them
7. Promisses on the I f come can be fatal.

8. If you owe something to someone, And you say your going to pay it on Satuz.
Don't use what doesn't belong to you to do a deal on Friday. Some Guys Jur'
don't vrant an & Explanation on Saturday.

9. In common rooms or Washrooms if you dirty something, or use something. Cle:-

or put it back right away, someont else may be waiting to use if.
10. If the man asks about anything concerning someone else, no matter what it :'
tell hin to talk to the person concerned.

11. Don't stick your nose into something that doesn't concern you. If two cons
are arguing about somethincr, stay away from it.

12. Never look into another mans cell or places that don't concern you. Someday

you may see something you should not see. If you do see something and thei:
your seen, you will probably he in the same position.
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won respect is all you have to remember. Give v/hat you would receive, it.

you don't want if yourself, then you'd better learn to give because most co
demand i t .
mAT YOU SEE HERE

SAY HERE

DO HERE

HEAR HERE

LET IT STAY HERE.

A CONVICT IS

A man who does his own time and never meddles in the business of others
or repeats idle gossip.

A man who does not steal from another prisoner, regardless of the
circumstances.

A man vrho does all he can to help his fellow prisoner without asking
payment, of any kind.

A man who keeps his head in times of stress and tries to help those around
him keep theirs and never counsels other prisoners towards trouble.
A man vrho keeps his word and pays his debts.

A man who does not snitch DIRECTLY or INDIRECTLY, by telling tales to

others who might snitch, nor does he do any thing to advance himself
at the expence of others.

A man who does not whine about and cry about the injustice of his case
of the excessive amount of time he recieved

******THE ABOVE QUALITIES ARE THE OUALITIES OF A CONVICT
THE OUALITIES OF AN INMATE ARE NOT LISTED BECAUSE THEY SPEAK
FOR THEMSELVES

Prisoners

Von don't have to he a prisoner
Or lie in bed and wait

You don't have to drear o^ me toninht
Co and fill yonr needs.

Put renenber love cones seldonly
I do love you true
So when I cone hone to you

Pe there }ust for me
You're a nrincess-not a Prisoner

I free yon fron ny fate
You did not break the lav; you see
So 'Ion't suffer for ne now

Just live your life connlctely
T'his is what I ash

no not do wy tine for no
^Iniov your life wy dear

Yotv re a princess, not a prisoner
I ^ree vo*i fron nv fate
Yon *i* not break the law you see

So let your heart be free

You don't have po be a prisoner
Or lie in bed and wait

You Hon"t have to'*rean of ne toniqht
So cro anO.fili yonr needs.

The shells

In ny naln.- there lav the shells
Shininr in the liaht
The tine has cone to no away

no nore future whispers, I hear
For loneliness has shrowde'i .ne
Guilt, hate and fears
The onlv chanber I wish to see
Rides inside ny cmn

Hr hand will shake for I an scare1
Until the iob is done.
Then no nore will I crv
Or crrieve for fanilv

For in ny life the evil's won
Or so it nnv seen..

But I have a trick yon see
The one I'n takino is ne.

WORK TO ROLF

All these lower li<fle forms

We are smarter than you

playing head ganes

we know the way you work

trying to change the regular routine

where you are

whatever is wrong, you're to b^ame

where you lurk.

These baby sitter's
asking for more money

So save your breath

for the risfc they say

correctional services said your beat

to much time has gone by

what a joke, quite funny

.,..-._•

grab a kleenex before you cry

There are to many violent convicts

You make your money from us being here

ready to explode

so relax and settle your score

stop playincr your games

more money will not save them
or a pace that is slowed

r..

befor you go jxxxd.

Tryi ng to get us to flip out
any way they can

.•«..;•...;....

strip searches all the time
that will not work-MAN

.;.,,...,

UNIT MANAGEMENT

_

Another change

This Unit Management

in this guinea piq joint
this place won't change
can't they get the point

won't. change a thing

Always trying something new
another bright idea
Who comes up with this s—t

my. time won't no better
no new understanding

..Different rules everyday
charged before you know them
another head game

is there a future to fear

they4 ve started again

For our benifit they say

What other's—t

your time will go better
will they implement
v/ell if you want to speak with me copperl say screw this change
write me a letter

bannish Unit Management

MAY
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(old horror flick

1.

Sullen, Gloomy

Boast

2.

The Mona
Metals

Icaiian currency unit

3.

10.

Travel on 9

4.

A popular U.S. sport

11.

Exploits

5.

You may get this in a fight 42 wds&

6.
7.

Yellow,not green (banarra^
2 keeps the doc away

8.

Hardens

9*

horse

12.

Precious, gem

13.

Hide

14.

The Florida

15.
18.

-

One of the great lakei
The

Man

(1936)

19.

Edge of a pavement

22.

Back of neck

26.

Lengbh times width

27.

Sound, Ont

.26.

2( Romam nameral)

19.

Acting group

20. ___ formaldahyde (insulation)
21.

Not counterfeit

23.

Make

Famous soccer player

Chemical suffixes

28.

Lick slxtt

24.

29.

Auction

25.

30.

High
For

31.

only (secret)

Pharmacy term

17.

with (steal)

Thr

Cell

Dawn never breaks uoon ny windows
Only darkened enotions shrewd ny soul
I an your waste;your garbage?
To ne, life has taken a oreat toll
Once I x/aIked, as a free nan •

Sharinc loves, lauahs an* a snile
I hold ^v head up to the sun rise
Carina not all the while.

Rut now the traffic s all distant
vo city linhts or neon sinns for ne

Only cold darn walls, and niserv stalls.
A broken heart, and lost pride is all I see

Death

»lan *oes not co^^e to death
wnt it dwells upon his heart
For tho day he s born

The,deed, to death mist start
Death does not deal in principals
It shares nrri-o1 >non bond

rTor does it euHrantee nemories

Upon a Golden pond

It takes the youno

'?

"Robs the eld. "ith a f*tal breath
It knows no *ear. no sympathy

Only darkness, lifeless death
nut I fear not, for I have lived

Though my road may be crowded
I felt the pain, frustration too
Sexual release and move

So when ny time cones .
T^on't e«M over me

For Ifeel no remorse at life at all
Death bring* -aloen, «tnd I *• « weary nan
So cone I plea

Take ne from this place
"to an open sea. a sandy shore
To ny final restinq place

rducation an Alternative

People shoulH be sentenced to a period of education rather than to

just straiqht time. The reason being that people are put into prisons
and are expected to rehabilitate themselves. Such an expectation is
comparable to sending a iackrabbit to a pecnic for coyotes. Prisons
are not rehabilitation centers. Thev are 'sin bins for crime. Granted
that are small incentives such as transfers to lesser security instit

utions or camps. Passes and paroles can also be acquired.

Rut, these

are the carrot~on-a~stick sort of freedom, freedom with chains. Prison

life is unstableness, stressina dearadation of the prisoner,

What he

gets, he must obtain by plotting and scheming. He is forced to do this
as prison authorities consider sirms of rehabilitation those that a
completely broken person shows, heedless to say that a broken person is
of no use to himseld, his family or societv.

The fact is that the majority of people in prisons are here for
nonviolent crimes. Their stupidity generally exceedinq their ability,
personally I know and realise that I am not in prison for beinq smart,
in fact, If I had known what crime was all about when I was youna, I
would have avoided it like the plague. The ^act is that the aovemment

can provide the inmate with wall to wall carpets- coloured television
sets, steaks at times, and even women, but this will mean nothina.
This is because the prison still has the inmates freedom. Given all

that, the prisoner will still exchange it for freedom-freedom to decide
when to do something and how to do it. Prison's so-called luxuries

means nothing, while freedom means everythinq. Well known is the fact
that prisons are medieval concepts whose only purpose is to stint the
growth of their inhabitants. Take every thing form ne. but leave me
my sanity as without it. I am nothing more than a veaetable.

When you put a person in prison, you are takinq his body and settina it down in a foreign environment. This is comparable to taking
a Canadian Child and putting the child down in China. 'Okap child",
you say, "Show me signs of immediate adjustment with no problems and

you will be given parole".
self.

Like the child, the innate must ask him

"What signs are expected? Am I to adjust as an inmate or as a

free person?

God, help him if he is wrong as this will be held against

him forever.

Prison life is not of love, caring, and understanding.

It is filled with hate and bitterness, both breeders of evilness.

Ripping and tearing at the
mind, they leave no room for construct
ive development. In fact, hate can twist one's min* so badlv that a
sentence is no longer meaninaful, but just an obstacle on the path to
getting even with society. When this occurs, a sentence is no lonaer
punishment. It is a suspension in time, a arowth period prior to re
lease of prison's creation. For sure, the body was locked up, but the
mind was free to run wild in the dark cesspool that prison really is.
Continued on the next page.

!"" due at ion "•n alternative.

Now, as we have just seen, the problem is not the body but the
mind, as the mind controls the body. To be exact for a person in prison
the authorities may have his body but the prisoner retains control of

his mind.

Surrounded by hate and bitterness, it is easy to figure out

the effect on the mind.

For example, a person is sentenced to ten years.

He is told that he will qet qood time off (remission) for qood behavior.
Eventually, he finds out that this remission that he has earned has to
be served again on parole. So, at most, all that he knows is that he
has an indefiniate amount of time on his haneis , upon entering the

prison, he is qiven clothes that make him look like Charlie Chaplin.
Appearing before the work board, it employs hin ina shop that least needs
his skills.

Regulations are never explained except when you stumble

into a violation of them.

So, there you sit in a qloomy cell surrounded

by total strangers and even more stranger customs.
hell as decision makinq has evaporated.

Privacy is shot to

The ".ombie state is expected

and should you stray from this role, then von are immediately considered
a trouble maker.

Frustration builds when the classification informs you

that you are not tryng to rehabilitate yourself, Ritterness takes over
at being seperated from your loved ones. Finally, the prisoner fimds
a friend.

Hate is an old friend never complaininq and is always there

to lend a helping hand. The mind has now completely adjusted to orison liee.
On the other hand, if the prisoner was to be sentenced to somethinq
constructive, the nind would be left open to useful development.

Assisting with community proorams and obtaining an

education are bene

ficial to all. Most people are in prison for non-violent and propertv
offences. Restitution aides the victim while monetary punishing the
offender. At present, all forms of incarceration faculities are over-

crowded.

This type of sentencing would eliminate the over-crowedina

problem,

Save the tax payer monev and punish the offender while leaving him
a useful member of the community, more serious offences calling for the

removal from the community would be determined accordina to the offender's
educational and employment skills, or lack of them. He could be sentenced

to obtaining a set level of education and skills that upon completation
would guarantee immediate emplovnent. The place where he would obtain
this education would be educational orientated faculities. Thus, the

offender would avoid the usual corruption and degradation that the prisons

presently offer. The offender knows at all times that his release date
depends upon his obtainina an education. Reachina that aoal is an incen
tive that is not offered in anv prison.

In fact, the lack of incentives

is a major prison problem.

In
cases of more serious offences, such as where there is violence
the educational principle would still apply, It's foolish to think that
society would be willina to immediately accept back in their midst a mur
derer, It's even more ..
foolish to stick an offender in a cell for
twenty-five years as is presently being done.
Continued on next page.

i«7e 7 * i mention an alternative

Prisons are like little squares in our society, islands, or small worlds
in themselves. While effectively keeping the offender in, thev also k:,^p
the offender out of societv to the ooint that upon his eventual return, he
is nothinn but a problem. This is especially true of the person that has
to spend twenty-five years in these squares. His return is comparable to
landin on the moon.
A solution to this problem would be similar to that
taken by France and England. France sent her prisoners to Devil s Isl?.n^
and England sent hers to Australia and
even to the Great America.
Repeating history with segregated educational faculities could be developed
where the offender could even take his family.
Restrictions would be such
that educational development dominates.
The offender's release would depend
upon the highest level of education possible for him and in addition, a
professional nkill. That he would be there for some time is a foregone

conclusion. But, he would be learning to be a very useful member of society.
He would not suffer deoradation and lose his family.. All the incentives to

reach his goal as set by the court would be at hand in the form of his
family. As for those that will surelv cry or complain about oanperir.g the
inmate, in respect to family involvement, mos prisons for lono w:-«tern

offenders presently permit conjugal visitation.
step further, like

So why not take this a

like qet into the tventieth Century .

The end result would be that an educational system will produce educated

people whose chances of survivino in societv would be qreatly increased,
although it will not erase crime, crime like a lot of other bad habits
will always be with us. It will affect the larqe percentage of people \.
that are in prisons that lack educational and employable skills.

Even a

smarter criminal would be produced, but I think that a criminal that steals
with a pen is preferable to thos that apply violence. Intelliaence, not
icmorance, is the solution to our future, An educational system that reclaims

people is applied intellioence whereas a system that breeds crime and future
criminals is a continuation of the iqnorant oast.

Submitted by Peter Desjarlais
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Soviet newspapers have carried the first comments on the statistics
cited by Vadim P.akatin, n.s.S.R. Minister of the Interior, at a session

of his ministry's board. One cannot help havinq mixed feelinqs about
hhese comments which, while stating an alarminq rise in crime rate, breathe
something like euphoria over the very fact of declassification. Well,
how are we to take hhese statistics?"

was the first question our corres

pondent out to VLADIMIR GUBARE^. Deputy Minister Of Justice of the U.S.S.R.
V.G. Honestly, I don't quite see why this information, even thouoh
unusual for most, should be taken with too much emotion. Mafcina all crime

statistics public knowledge is standard practice in civilized, society, in
law-governed state.

I reaard this move as another manifestation of perestrolka processes,

as a logical extension of the measures taken for a radical Improvement of
the functionina of our courts- procurator's offices and law-enforcement
bodies.

May I remark for fairness sake, that this is not the "first swallow."
The declassification process in the sphere under discussion was initiated

back last year by the Ministry of Justice which handed over the basic crime
statistics to the press. True-, those were statistics of a sliahtly
different kind they Pertained to those already found guilty in the course
of preliminary investiqation and condemned.

In general, the impression that leqal and crime statistics have been
classified information for years is not always objective. Practically
all the experts in our field and research workers, rather than just a
narrow circle of select few, knew these statistics, which is especially

true of the past few years.

The public knew no such statistics, I admit,

but is would be wrong to say that they wece taboo.

Crime Statistics, page 2
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O: The statistics published to date add up to a dismal picture...

V.G. : Using a special term, the criminogenic situation in the country is
truly complicated. In 1988, the overall number of crimes, violent acts and
misappropriations increased. Crime is on the rise! Last year. 3.8 per cent
more crimes were committed than in 1997.

registered in 1908.

As many as 1.867,223 crimes were

It may be cold comfort, but the peak year was 1985

(2,033,501 crimes), not 1938. According to the Ministry of the Interior stat
istics, crime rate fell by about 6 per cent after 1985, only to start on an

upward climb again now...
I am not inclined to think
an upsurge of crime, although there was a certain rise
in deaths and heavy bodily harm. The fact that now we
ics goes to show that the Ministry of the Interior and

that last year witnessed
in violence resulting
have more crime statist
the Procurator's Offices

are now functioning more efficiently and on a higher professional level.
Previously many obvious offenders had simply not been booked or taken legal
action against. The statistics now made public have revealed a great deal,
for instance the huraanisation of our society and the growing trust in people.
In 1988, the number of criminal cases taken to court and. consequently, the

number of the condemned decreased considerably.

This is due to a qreater

emphasis on disciplinary measures against those guilty of minor offensive of
no special danger to society. This is borne out by statistics? In 1988 more than
35 percent of minor offenders were not taken to court as against 15-20 per
cent in 1980-85.

Let's look at some more fiqures. Last year, courts of law tried 687,164 criminal
cases, and brought in verdicts of guilty on 83.8 per cent of them. The rest of
the defendants against whom leqal proceedings had been instituted were either
acquitted or remanded. In 1988, the number of the condemned dropped by 25.1
per cent as compared with the previous year's fiaures. True, if we exclude from
the 1987 statistics the number of those condemned for distilling moonshine

without agaravating circumstances, the fall in the verdicts of guilty will
constitute 13.5 per cent.
Q: Why exclude them?

V.G. : Last May, a law was passed on relievinq those distillinq moonshine with
out aggravating circumstances from criminal liability Personally, I think that
we have provoked this offence ourselves by our incompetent and rash handling
of the crucial problem of combating drunkenness and alcoholism...
0: Let us now go back to serious crimes such as premeditated MURDERS or the
EMBEZZLEMENT of state property. What conclusions do the statistics, now made
public, suggest as to the dynamics of such crimes?

V.G. : I'd like to remind you that as distinct from the Ministry of the Interior
I proceed from court statistics only. In 1988, our courts of lav; condemned
9 500 defendants on premeditated MURDER charqes as against 9,900 in 1987. As

you see, less verdicts of quilty were returned on such cases, although according

Crime Statistics, paae 3

to the Interior Ministry statistics the number of murders increased 14 per
cent. The disparity is explained by the fact that not all the cases have been
investiqated yet. In any case, this is an alarm siqnal.
An increase is also reported in the number of state and public property em
bezzlements, or thefts pure and simple. This is a qrave social and economic
malaise of ours. Larceny nauses a damage worth tens of millions of rubles;
most unfortunately, embezzlers and thieves are not infrequently 'invited'
by loose discipline mismanaqement and lack of proper order in the production

sphere. In 1988. our courts condemned 89.500 embezzlers of socialist prop
erty, and many more cases are still under investigation. And to think how many
pilferers of state and public property have not been tracked down yet! I
cannot put up with the very notion of petty larceny. Hinder the current Criminal
Code, this crime carries a light punishment, "'his is nonsense. A small
machine component or and instrument stolen from a factory may indeed, not
cost much. But the idling time of the equipment, put out of action as a result,
does cost the state a pretty penny.

p: Soviet and Western mass media report a steady rise in such phenomena as

drug addiction, prostitution and racket in our country. Our law-enforcing bodies
have gathered convincing evidence that racketeers - of whom our public has
had no idea of until recently - now do not confine themselves to extortion any
longer, but are actively trying to infiltrate cooperatives and joint enterprises.
It is even said that the jump, in druq addiction, prostitution and racket is
all but a product of perestroika.

V.G. ; It is precisely perestroika and glasnost that have opened our eges to our

social ills.

By starting to talk and write about druq addiction, prostitution

and racket, we have declared a war on them. As for the 'jump,' let's put

things straight. There has been no such 'jump.

It's simply that we've kept

silent on these ills of our society, and now we discuss them in the open.

Racket is actually nothing new here. There has just been no proper term for it,
that's all. Large-scale extortions have been by no means uncommon. The whole
difference is that our society is not used to the big, impudent and undisguised
racket of today triqqered off, to some extent, by the emancipation of the coop
erative movement and by the development of individual enterprise.
I think that the onus of fightina this phenomenon rests not only with the lawenforcement aaancies, but the legislature as well. The need now is for changes

in legislation, for new legal acts aimed at the neutralization and elimination
of professional extortion. Such acts have already been passed. There is also
the need for special vice squads trained in,, and capable of cuttina racket and
prostitution short, and professionally preventing these evils.
A few words about druq addiction. I don't think that taking harsher leaal action

against drug addicts will help solve the problem, if only for the reason that
narcomania is a disease. Instead, we ought to step up medical measures for

preventing and treatina drug addiction, broaden and modernise the existing
system of specialized clinics. Harsher legal action should be taken not against
the victims of narcomania, but aqainst drug traffickers, den keepers and the
makers of narcotics.

O: Would it be correct to say that our criminal legislation has proved to be

unprepared for the current situation - for the rise in crime, for the phenom
ena behind the statistics published by the Ministry of the Interior and by your
own ministry?
: . ,_ •••—t-h
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V-G. •. The truth about our legislation is that it mirrored, in its own w*iy !:ae
processes which took place in the country, at times adapting itself to the neg
ative reality (recall the tragical thirties and forties). It was only followincr
the denunciation of the abuses of the personality cult period that our leqislation began (just beaan, Irepeat) to gain its real meaning.

In the past, we often made punishments more severe instead of trying and re
moving the causes of crime. And this despite the Marxist-Leninist fundamental
tenet to the effect that the intensification of repressions has never led to
the reduction or elimination of crime.

Today our society is in need of entirely new democratic legislation, criminal

legislation included, purged from the deformities and hanqovers of the person
ality cult and stagnation periods.
The drafting of the Fundamental Criminal Legislation,, both national and the

Union Republics', is nearing completion. As you know, the bill on fundamental
criminal legislation has been submitted for nationwide discussion which is to
reveal our citizens' attitude to it and enrich this document of crucial import

ance which I regard as a cornerstone of the law-governed state.
Interviewer: J. Shevchenko
The ^ew Times. Feb. 89
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SOLUTWONS TO CROSSWORDS

ACROSS

1.

GLOB

11.

uses

5. Brag

Opal

9.
13.

14.

Ride
Keys

12.

10.

15.

Lira

Down

1. Glum

16.

2.

Lisa

17. i i

Rh

3.

Ores

10.

Mask

4.

Basketball

20.

Cast

Vrea

Erie

5.

Broken nose

21.

Real

18.

Thin

19.

Curb

Nape

26.

Area

6. Ripe
7. A day

23. Away

22.

24.

Pele

27.

Owen

28.

Seal

8.

25.

Enes

29.

Sale

30.

Tall

31.

Eyes

Gels

*****************************************************

PROTIEN DRIVE

THIS IS JUST A LITTLE REMINDER THAT THE DEADLINE FOR THE PROTIEN

DRIVE ORDERS IS riAY the 18th so if you are planning to order some
thing be sure to get your orders in before the deadline date.
Thank-you for your co-operation

TO THE COWICTS OF JOYCEVILLE

For some reason there has been a lack of RESPECT FOP THF USAGE

THE GARBAGE CANS in the oyn area and the outside yard. Unfortunately
we are forced to live here for a while but that should not deter

anyone of us from forqettinq what a little RESPECT and COURTESY is a
about.

Society has us already labelled as the stereotype that does
not have the same values as them and we as convicts should not submit

to such unnecessary alleqations and start by showinq a little RESPECT
for where we are livinq now for years. Self-respect plays a big role
in this matter and it would be appreciated by the CONVICTS who must
clean up others mess to star# makinq use of the qarbaqe cans.
We are men here in Joyceville not children who have to be

picked up after playinq. Those type of attitudes should be left in

the Reformatories or qroup homes.

"TWIT-YOU
A CONCER'TED COHVICT

THE MEANING OF RESPECT-

] . TO FFEL OR SHOTT HOMOR OR ESTEEM FOR
OTHERS.

2. TO SHOT' CONSI DERATION FOR* AVOID FlTRUni^G
UPO'T OR MOLESTIUG ie, AS RESPECT HIS
PRIVACY.

MY TUR.U

Too many people have f
.d with my life
And my back hurts with each twist of the knife
Too many times I have taken the fall,

Only to find I have been kicked in the ballsf
Too many hiqhs turned out to be lows,

Too many friends turned out to be foes.
Too many times I have stood my around,
Only to be kicked when I an down,
Tco many people have aiven me the burn,
Well the knife is in my hands, now it is MY '"URN.
AWOM.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
SITBSCRIPTIOriS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
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